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Chapter 1 : Twentieth-century theatre - Wikipedia
He founded theaters, directed plays and opera, was a theater historian, and wrote some thirty plays. as a playwright he
explored the dichotomy of reality and illusion, employing the full range of theatrical resources including music, dance,
color, plays-within-plays, disguises, complex plots, and surprise endings.

Neighborhood Playhouse, New York, Washington Square Players, New York, Provincetown Players,
Massachusetts, Detroit, Arts and Crafts Theatre, By , there were more than 50 of these "little theatres.
Between and , they helped prepare audiences for you drama and methods. After , little theatres arose, just like
community theatres, which had begun around By , about community theatres or little theatres were registered
with the Drama League of America. There had been no courses in Drama till -- although there had been
performances. In , George Pierce Baker began teaching play writing at Radcliffe, then opened it up to Harvard,
then in included workshops for production. By , Drama education in colleges became accepted. American
playwriting was encouraged by such organizations as the Provincetown Players and Theatre Guild. By , it had
presented 93 plays by 47 authors -- all of the American Playwrights. If vowed to present plays that were not
commercially. It uses subscription system and soon became the most respected little theatre in America by the
theatre Guild had reached six other American cities. It was governed by the Board of Directors; and began
with a nucleus of actors There became an eclectic approach to stage. Lee Simonson was the principal designer,
who used a "modified realism," which drew on European ideas. In , Arthur Hopkins became a producer. He
was adventurous and experimental, working with Robert Edmund Jones. This production demonstrated the
commercial viability of "New Stagecraft. It was primarily a visual approach -- a "simplified realism. In the s,
developments continued. The Group Theatre, formed in , was outwardly anti-commercial. It wanted to do
plays that had social relevance, and it popularized the "method" style of acting based on the Stanislavsky
system. Its predominant visual style was selective or simplified realism. Perhaps the most famous playwright
to come from the Group Theatre was Clifford Odets , whose Waiting For Lefty was the best example of s
"agitprop" theatre.
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He founded theaters, directed plays and opera, was a theater historian, and wrote some thirty plays. as a playwright he
explored the dichotomy of reality and illusion, employing the full range of theatrical resources including music, dance,
color, plays-within-plays, disguises, complex plots, and.

Anti-realistic in seeing appearance as distorted and the truth lying within man. The outward appearance on
stage can be distorted and unrealistic to portray an eternal truth. In Expressionist drama, the speech is
heightened, whether expansive and rhapsodic, or clipped and telegraphic. Ultimate truth is chaos with little
certainty. Modernism A broad concept that sees art, including theatre, as detached from life in a pure way and
able to reflect on life critically. Postmodernism There are multiple meanings, and meaning is what you create,
not what is. This approach often uses other media and breaks accepted conventions and practices. Classical A
type of theatre which relies upon imagination and therefore limited props to convey the setting and atmosphere
of the play. Classical theatre usually contains lofty, grand prose or free verse dialogue. Good examples are the
Elizabethan dramatists William Shakespeare. The main current sense of the word is simply "propaganda,
especially socially or politically motivated propaganda appearing in literary works, films, etc. The word
agitprop is first found in English sources in the mid s. From the Random House Word of the Day website.
END ON Traditional audience seating layout where the audience is looking at the stage from the same
direction. This seating layout is that of a Proscenium Arch theatre. Also known as Proscenium Staging. The
end-on stage can be split into 9 areas: The trademark Expressionist effects were often achieved through
distortion. FARCE Form of comedy play originated in France, using fast-paced physical action and visual
comedy more than humour based on language. In this process the actors or audience members could stop a
performance, often a short scene in which a character was being oppressed in some way. The audience would
suggest different actions for the actors to carry out on-stage in an attempt to change the outcome of what they
were seeing. There are often a number of entrances through the seating. Special consideration needs to be
given to onstage furniture and scenery as audience sightlines can easily be blocked. Stage managers and
directors often use the idea of a clock face to describe actor positions on stage e. Installations often use
complex audio-visual equipment and can be intensely immersive experiences. The term is also used in
scholarly and historical musical contexts to refer to dramas of the 18th and 19th centuries in which orchestral
music or song was used to accompany the action. Abel described metatheatre as reflecting comedy and
tragedy, at the same time, where the audience can laugh at the protagonist while feeling empathetic
simultaneously. From the Greek Mimos. Popular in Europe during the 15th and 16th centuries.
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institution or organization should be applied.

William Hazlitt William Hazlitt. A self-portrait from about William Hazlitt, drama critic for the Morning
Chronicle since the previous September, was in the audience. Hazlitt, having recently begun a career as a
theatrical reviewer, was no better known than the subject of his reviews. These notices quickly brought both
Kean and Hazlitt before the public eye. Such a book would provide liberal quotations from the text, and focus
on the characters and various qualities particular to each play; and he felt that he could write it. Considerable
material that he had already worked up in his drama reviews was incorporated into the book. There was
material from other essays. As a publicity tactic, copies were circulated privately. Finally, Hazlitt got the book
published, by Rowland Hunter and the brothers Charles and James Ollier in collaboration, who brought it out
on 9 July A second edition was issued by Taylor and Hessey in , [16] and later that year an unlicensed edition
was brought out in Boston by Wells and Lilly. The essays on the plays themselves there is a "Preface" as well
as an essay on "Doubtful Plays of Shakespear" and one on the "Poems and Sonnets" number thirty-two, but
with two of the essays encompassing five of the plays, the plays discussed amount to thirty-five in number.
Hazlitt found the Shakespearean criticism of Johnson, the premier literary critic of the previous era, troubling
in several ways. He insufficiently valued the tragedies; he missed the essence of much of the poetry; and he
"reduced everything to the common standard of conventional propriety [ He shared with Schlegel an
enthusiasm for Shakespeare that he found lacking in Dr. These three, for example, "are a fine relief to the
intrigues and artificial refinements of the court from which they are banished. Cloten, "with all the absurdity
of his person and manners, is not without shrewdness in his observations. The striking and powerful contrasts
in which Shakespear abounds could not escape observation; but the use he makes of the principle of analogy
to reconcile the greatest diversities of character and to maintain a continuity of feeling throughout, has not
been sufficiently attended to. He will have nothing of criticising it in terms of the classical " unities ". If the
action is long-drawn-out, "the interest becomes more aerial and refined from the principle of perspective
introduced into the subject by the imaginary changes of scene, as well as by the length of time it occupies.
Johnson "that Shakespear was generally inattentive to the winding-up of his plots. We think the contrary is
true; and we might cite in proof of this remark not only the present play, but the conclusion of Lear, of Romeo
and Juliet, of Macbeth, of Othello, even of Hamlet, and of other plays of less moment, in which the last act is
crowded with decisive events brought about by natural means. The imagination is an exaggerating and
exclusive faculty: It puts the individual for the species, the one above the infinite many, might before right.
There is nothing heroical in a multitude of miserable rogues not wishing to be starved [ This love of power is
not necessarily expressed by a will to dominate others physically; but there is at least the tendency to side with
power in the imagination, to be swayed and carried away emotionally by the power of poetic language. The
following year, in his Lectures on the English Poets, referring to tragic poetry especially, he would observe
how "in proportion as it sharpens the edge of calamity and disappointment, it strengthens the desire of good.
Following an observation of Burke he notes that "people flock to see a tragedy; but if there were a public
execution in the next street, the theatre would very soon be empty. The sense of power is as strong a principle
in the mind as the love of pleasure. The whole dramatic moral of Coriolanus is that those who have little shall
have less, and that those who have much shall take all that others have left. The people are poor; therefore they
ought to be starved. They are slaves; therefore they ought to be beaten. They work hard; therefore they ought
to be treated like beasts of burden. They are ignorant; therefore they ought not to be allowed to feel that they
want food, or clothing, or rest, that they are enslaved, oppressed, and miserable. This is the logic of the
imagination and the passions; which seek to aggrandise what excites admiration and to heap contempt on
misery, to raise power into tyranny, and to make tyranny absolute; to thrust down that which is low still lower,
and to make wretches desperate: The history of mankind is a romance, a mask, a tragedy, constructed upon the
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principles of poetical justice; it is a noble or royal hunt, in which what is sport to the few is death to the many,
and in which the spectators halloo and encourage the strong to set upon the weak, and cry havoc in the chase
though they do not share in the spoil. We may depend upon it that what men delight to read in books, they will
put in practice in reality. A lifelong advocate of individual freedom and the cause of the people as against the
oppression of aristocracy, the tyranny of " legitimate " monarchy, [59] Hazlitt was disturbed by this tendency
in the human imagination as expressed in poetry, and it was here that these misgivings first entered into his
general theory of poetry. For example, "Coriolanus complains of the fickleness of the people: If his country
was not worth defending, why did he build his pride in its defence? In conveying his impressions of Falstaff,
Hazlitt first emphasises the sheer physical bulk that we remember him by: His sensuality does not engross and
stupify his other faculties [ His imagination keeps up the ball after his senses have done with it. He seems to
have even a greater enjoyment of the freedom from restraint, of good cheer, of his ease, of his vanity, in the
ideal exaggerated description he gives of them, than in fact. He openly assumes all these characters to shew
the humourous part of them. The unrestrained indulgence of his own ease, appetites, and convenience, has
neither malice nor hypocrisy in it. In a word, he is an actor in himself almost as much as upon the stage, and
we no more object to the character of Falstaff in a moral point of view than we should think of bringing an
excellent comedian, who should represent him to the life, before one of the police offices. Neither John
Kemble nor his favourite actor Edmund Kean played the role of Hamlet to his satisfaction. Shakespeare lends
all the characters and settings an air of verisimilitude, so that the reader might consider "the whole play [to be]
an exact transcription of what might be supposed to have taken place at the court of Denmark, at the remote
period of time fixed upon, before the modern refinements in morals and manners were heard of. There is no
set purpose, no straining at a point. Queen Gertrude, "who was so criminal in some respects [was] not without
sensibility and affection in other relations of life. In one of his lectures on Shakespeare, Coleridge claimed that
"Shakespeare wished to impress upon us the truth that action is the chief end of existenceâ€”that no faculties
of intellect, however brilliant, can be considered valuable, or indeed otherwise than as misfortunes, if they
withdraw us from or render us repugnant to action, and lead us to think and think of doing, until the time has
elapsed when we can do anything effectually. Hamlet to him as to his contemporaries was a modern character
who was "obsessed with evil in the world[,] [ King Lear 18th-century depiction of King Lear mourning over
his daughter Cordelia In the essay on King Lear, which he entitled simply "Lear", Hazlitt makes no references
to the performances of any actors. In fact, here he fully agrees with Lamb that King Lear, like Hamlet, cannot
be adequately presented on stage. No actors, he felt, could do justice to the overwhelming imaginative power
of this play. Here, Shakespeare was more "in earnest" than in any of his other creations, and "he was fairly
caught in the web of his own imagination". The passion which he has taken as his subject is that which strikes
its root deepest into the human heart [ It is his rash haste, his violent impetuosity, his blindness to every thing
but the dictates of his passions or affection, that produces all his misfortunes, that aggravates his impatience of
them, that enforces our pity for him. Fascinated by what he read, particularly by the essay on King Lear, he
underlined passages and added comments in the margins. To David Bromwich the most important of these is
the third, "That the greatest strength of genius is shewn in describing the strongest passions: To Hazlitt, this is
a demonstration of why the greatest poetry of his own age failed to achieve the level of greatness that
Shakespeare reached here. The action is desperate and the reaction is dreadful. What he represents is brought
home to the bosom as a part of our experience, implanted in the memory as if we had known the places,
persons, and things of which he treats. This is especially true of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, locked together
in a struggle against all Scotland and their fate. He "becomes more callous as he plunges deeper in guilt [ Both
characters "are tyrants, usurpers, murderers, both aspiring and ambitious, both courageous, cruel, treacherous.
Their imagination makes the two more human and yet also destroys them. As Kinnaird points out elaborating
on an idea of Joseph W. By the time he composed this chapter of Characters, he could write, "We can
conceive [ Part of the problem was that by his day, there remained few who really believed in the supernatural,
and "by the force of the police and of philosophy [ A few years earlier, Edmund Kean had appeared as the
Jewish moneylender in his debut performance at Drury Lane. Hazlitt, the drama critic for the Morning
Chronicle in January , sat close to the stage and watched every facial expression, every movement. Though
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Shylock is serious about revenge, he is true to himself in other ways that cast a less than favourable light on
other characters in the play. Shylock is a good hater; "a man no less sinned against than sinning. He seems the
depositary of the vengeance of his race; and though the long habit of brooding over daily insults and injuries
has crusted over his temper with inveterate misanthropy, and hardened him against the contempt of mankind,
this adds but little to the triumphant pretensions of his enemies. There is a strong, quick, and deep sense of
justice mixed up with the gall and bitterness of his resentment. Shylock, these critics maintained, must be
removed in order to allow society to attain a Christian form of peace. Portia, for example, was no favourite of
his, and "has a certain degree of affectation and pedantry about her". The legal acuteness, the passionate
declamations, the sound maxims of jurisprudence, the wit and irony interspersed in it, the fluctuations of hope
and fear in the different persons, and the completeness and suddenness of the catastrophe, cannot be
surpassed".
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Chapter 4 : Theater as life : five modern plays (Book, ) [blog.quintoapp.com]
They are masterpieces of theater, broadly philosophical works with a modern, at times absurdist point of view. Indeed
Evreinov may be considered Russia's only modern playwright. Of the five plays chosen by Mr. Collins, the existing
English translations of four have long been out of print, while the fifth is translated for the first time.

Realism[ edit ] The original company of the Moscow Art Theatre in Realism focuses on the attempt to
represent subject matter truthfully, without artificiality and avoiding artistic conventions or implausible, exotic
and supernatural elements. For many theatre artists throughout the century, realism was meant to direct
attention to the social and psychological problems of ordinary life. Influenced by the ideas of Sigmund Freud ,
Charles Darwin and others, many artists began to find a psychological approach to theatre that emphasized the
inner dimensions of the characters onstage. This was carried out both on the stage in acting styles, in play
writing and in theatrical design. Russia[ edit ] In Russia, the movement towards realism began earlier than
anywhere else in the world. Building on the work of earlier pioneers, Constantin Stanislavski and Vladimir
Nemirovich-Danchenko founded the Moscow Art Theatre in , wanting to reform a Russian theatre dominated
by melodrama to one in which high-quality art was available to the general public. In perhaps the most
important theatrical meeting of the 20th century, the two met for an epic hours, from 2 pm to 8 am the next
morning, and laid the foundation for one of the most influential companies of the century. After the success of
the Moscow Art Theatre, Stanislavski set out to create a unified system of acting that would train actors and
actresses to create believable characterizations for their performances. Areas of study include concentration,
voice, physical skills, emotion memory, observation, and dramatic analysis. The Stanislavsky system was
widely practiced in the Soviet Union and in the United States, where experiments in its use began in the s and
continued in many schools and professional workshops. In the early part of the 20th century, Russia
experienced a cultural Silver Age and the theatre was no exception. By , the total number of producing
theatres in Moscow alone totaled close to These year-round and seasonal theatres produced mainly farces,
comedies, vaudevilles and even melodramas, but there were also a significant number of theatres offering
realistic or naturalistic theatre. While there were a number of actress-managers in St. Other key playwrights
signaling the move to realism in the beginning of the century include Edward Sheldon , Charles Rann
Kennedy and Rachel Crothers. Onstage, the American theatre was dominated by the Barrymore family: They
were so popular that a play was even written about them: The Royal Family by George S. Born into the theatre
from a young age, he spent much of his youth on trains and backstage at theatres, before developing his talent
with the Provincetown Players in New York City. Between and , he wrote several plays for the company
before debuting his first critical hit Beyond the Horizon in , which went on to win the Pulitzer Prize for
Drama. The economic crisis of the Great Depression led to the creation of the Federal Theatre Project â€”39 ,
a New Deal program which funded theatre and other live artistic performances throughout the country.
National director Hallie Flanagan shaped the project into a federation of regional theatres that created relevant
art, encouraged experimentation and made it possible for millions of Americans to see theatre for the first
time. It represents a significant shift in cultural sensibilities, often attributed to the fallout of World War I.
However, a simultaneous reaction against naturalism urged the theatre in a much different direction. Owing
much to symbolism , the movement attempted to integrate poetry, painting, music, and dance in a harmonious
fusion. Political theatre is an attempt to rethink the nature and function of theatre in the light of the dynamics
of the society outside it and audience involvement within it. It led to profound and original theories of acting ,
staging and playwriting. Inspired by an understanding of the Greek theatre and heavily influenced by
Nietzsche , they sought a profound or ecstatic ritual event that involved music and movement, in a space
without a proscenium arch. Later, practitioners like Vsevolod Meyerhold and Bertolt Brecht would initiate an
attempt to bridge the "gulf" between modernism and the people.
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Life as Theater: Five Modern Plays by Evreinov, N. N. Ardis. Used - Good. Former Library book. Shows some signs of
wear, and may have some markings on the inside.
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Five key plays by the master of post-Revolutionary Russian theater Nikolai Evreinov stands with Stanislavsky and
Meyerhold in his importance to Russian theater.
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Theater as Life: Five Modern Plays (Paperback) | The Drama Literature Book Review: Theater as Life: Five - Jan 15,
This is the summary of Theater as Life: Five Modern Plays by Nikolai Evreinov.
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